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Abstract

In this paper� we present experiences from adding soft�
ware mobility to mobile� hand�held computers� In par�
ticular� we have built TACOMA Lite� a mobile code
system� for this environment� With TACOMA Lite
installed� hand�held computers can host and execute
mobile code� TACOMA Lite has been used as plat�
form for several mobile code applications� Through
experience with these applications� we have derived a
��layer software architecture suitable for this type of
mobile computing� We conclude that� given certain
constraints� mobile software can be a useful artifact in
this environment�

� Introduction

Mobile code and mobile computers have mobility in
common� Yet� these two concepts are normally treated
as orthogonal� A mobile computer is running location�
static software� already installed software is executing
on top of the operating system� Mobile code� how�
ever� is not location�static� It is installed on the �y on
any connected computer supporting execution of mo�
bile code� be it a mobile or stationary computer�

We are interested in bringing these two mobility con�
cepts together� Two problems are of particular inter�
est� First� we want to explore how to add support for
mobile code to mobile devices� Next� we are interested
in evaluating the applicability of mobile code in PDA
environments�

In this paper� we present experiences from adding
support for mobile code in a Personal Digital Assistant
�PDA	 environment� We have rebuilt and customized
TACOMA� 
��� for this environment� TACOMA al�
ready runs on top of UNIX� Windows �� and Win�
dows NT� Our mobile code system built for PDAs�
TACOMA Lite� is running on the PalmPilot and Win�
dows CE devices�

�Troms� And COrnell Moving Agents�

The rest of this paper is structured as follows� In
section �� we present TACOMA context information�
In section �� we outline some speci�c characteristics
in a PDA environment� Section � deals with the im�
plementation details� and gives an indication of the
TACOMA Lite performance� In section �� we present
some of the applications we have built that make use
of TACOMA Lite� The TACOMA Lite architecture is
presented in section �� with main focus on the di�er�
ences between the initial TACOMA architecture and
the derived architecture for PDAs� We conclude our
experiences with mobile code on PDAs in section ��

� Mobile Code� The TACOMA Sys�

tem

Mobile code is not a new idea� The worm approach

��� at Xerox PARC is an early example where mo�
bile code was supported at the application level� An
application could be wrapped with a worm segment
capable of cloning itself and the application through�
out the network� Another example is the attempts to
support process migration in distributed systems 
�� ���
A third example is remote evaluation 
��� RPC style of
computing is supported� but the remote procedure is
shipped over the network to the server� A fourth� and
simpler approach is remote shell facilities in UNIX�
where code is installed and run on a remote computer�
Finally� several viruses and Trojan Horses can be clas�
si�ed as mobile code� even if their functionality is of a
malevolent nature�

A mobile code infrastructure system is either state�
ful or stateless� The distinction is based on whether
the system pre�empts and saves the low�level state of
a running process �or thread	 or not� A stateful sys�
tem can pre�empt a running process� capture the en�
tire low�level state� transfer this over the network� and
restart the process at the destination host� This is sim�
ilar to process migration in distributed systems� Ex�
amples of stateful mobile code systems include Java



systems like� for instance� Aglets� and Voyager�� or
Tcl based systems like Agent�Tcl 
���
A stateless system� however� does not capture the

entire state of a running process� Instead� the code
explicitly saves the necessary state it needs before mi�
grating to another host� Furthermore� code is moved
around and activated at �xed� application�speci�ed
entry�points� The entry�point can be� for instance� a
particular function within the code� This gives a po�
tentially less complex and more portable system at the
expense of transparency� TACOMA is an example of
a stateless system�
In TACOMA� a piece of mobile code� which we call

an agent� can be shipped among sites supporting the
TACOMA system� The shipment is done in what we
call a briefcase� an encapsulating structure containing
a set of folders� The folder contents can be arbitrary
data or code� Examples include the code folder con�
taining the source code of an agent� and the data folder
containing agent speci�c data� for instance� an image
the agent will process� Folders can also be left in �le

cabinets for persistency� at sites an agent visit�
The TACOMA application programming interface

�API	 is implemented as a set of library functions op�
erating on these fundamental abstractions� In addi�
tion� TACOMA has a meet operation executed by an
initiating agent� The syntax of the meet is�

meet ag�h bc

Execution causes target agent ag at host h to be
executed using briefcase bc as argument� If an agent is
to be sent through the network� bc will contain source
code for it� The target agent will then extract this
code from the code folder� Next� it will interpret� or
compile and run this code�
When the async option in meet is speci�ed� the ini�

tiating agent continues executing in parallel with ex�
ecution of ag� otherwise the initiating agent blocks�
Accordingly� we can program RPC style or remote
evaluation style using the same meet operation� Both
involve two parties� but RPC style requires that the
agent code already has been installed �or stored	 at the
target host� TACOMA provides �le cabinet caching of
source code and binaries for the RPC style of opera�
tion� In the remote evaluation case� we ship the actual
source code over to the target host� where it is further
compiled or interpreted� An itinerant style of comput�
ing� where an agent moves asynchronously among a
set of target hosts� is also supported by a TACOMA
meet�
The core TACOMA functionality is composed by

two entities� termed the �rewall and the system agents�
Conceptually� the TACOMA �rewall controls whether

�URL� http���www�trl�ibm�co�jp�aglets�
�URL� http���www�objectspace�com�voyager�

mobile code should be allowed to enter the host or not�
The �rewall also sets up and controls the runtime envi�
ronments for mobile code that runs within it� System
agents are preinstalled non�mobile agents� that serve
as an addition to the TACOMA �rewall� Examples
of system agents are the agents that compile or in�
terpret mobile code written in C� C��� OCaml� Perl�
Python� Scheme� Tcl�Tk� or Visual Basic� Another
type of agent in TACOMA is the mobile agent� typi�
cally written by application programmers� A mobile
agent uses the system agents to� for instance� migrate
to a remote host� install mobile code or notify a user
about an exceptional event in the computing environ�
ment�

� Mobile Computers� A PDA Environ�

ment

There has been done a lot of research on operating
system support and application adaptability for mo�
bility 
�� �� �� Given the introduction of PDAs� some
of this research may have to be revised� In particu�
lar� PDAs have a few characteristics that make them
distinct compared to laptops and workstations�

Connectivity� PDAs are generally disconnected�
There are few PDAs available with direct local area
network �LAN	 support� LAN cards supporting� for
instance� Ethernet� drain battery power of PDAs very
fast� This limitation implies that to establish a net�
work connection from a PDA to a LAN� most PDAs
require access to a LAN connected workstation o�er�
ing a modem or serial cable link� Modem links incur
low transfer rates�

RAM� Few PDAs have RAM sizes comparable to even
low�end laptops� This incurs strict size limitations
on� for instance� application executables and operat�
ing system bu�ers�

Stable storage� Unlike workstations and laptops�
PDAs seldom have any sort of hard disk� Instead� they
often apply Flash memory cards that can be inserted
into the PDA� acting like a memory expansion� An
advantage of Flash memory is that it cannot be erased
by power drops in the PDA�

CPU� The CPU processing power of PDAs is low�
usually several generations behind the state of the art
for laptops or workstations� This is because large and
fast CPUs drain substantial battery power�

Operating system� In a PDA operating system�
there is no multiuser support� Interprocess communi�
cation� pipes� threads and other abstractions usually
supported by laptop or workstation operating systems
may be limited� or even absent�

Synchronizing� To cope with the lack of stable stor�
age and unpredictable connectivity� most PDAs have



the ability to backup or synchronize their information
or �le store with a tightly coupled workstation� Within
this setting� the PDA is connected to the workstation
through a modem link� or by using a specialized dock�
ing cradle�

� Implementation and Performance

Considering the characteristics of PDAs outlined in the
section above� designing and implementing distributed
systems that involve PDAs� is challenging� In par�
ticular� we found the networking and memory man�
agement issues to be demanding� when implementing
TACOMA Lite�

��� Network

The existence of reliable networking is paramount to
mobile code� as code migration involves transferring
process state over a network� When implementing
TACOMA Lite� we chose to base our networking upon
the TCP�IP protocol suite� This gives a few advan�
tages� compared to using proprietary low�level proto�
cols� First� TCP�IP provides easy integration with
laptop and workstation networking applications� e�g�
TACOMA running on Unix or Windows NT� Next� us�
ing TCP�IP relieves TACOMA Lite from taking care
of out of order packets� checksum calculations� low�
level handshaking and so on�
Due to strict operating system constraints on net�

work bu�ering� all send and recv operations much be
carefully handled� to give simultaneously running PDA
applications a fair amount of the network resource�
We have implemented two primitives for this purpose�
called relSend and relRecv� respectively� Broadly�
relSend acts according to Pseudocode ����

Pseudocode ��� Increasing the reliability of send���

proc relSend�

err � �

while �not all data sent� and �err � e���

send s� bytes to socket

if socket error�

wait for t� milliseconds

adjust s� to a lesser value

err � err 	 �

else�

wait for t
 milliseconds

end while

if err �� e��

return error

end proc

The relSend procedure has two timeout values� t� and

t�� The �rst timeout speci�es the amount of time to
wait in case a socket error occurs when sending data�
Normally� this value is rather high �in the order of
seconds	� as there might be serious causes like bu�er
over�ows or peer reconnects provoking a socket error�
Whenever an error occurs� the number of bytes sent
to the socket� s�� is decreased� and an error counter�
err� is increased� If the err counter exceeds a threshold
value� e�� relSend returns a �serious error� indication�
The second timeout� t�� is a consequence of observ�

ing that aggressively pushing large data streams to the
socket� gives little chance for other applications to use
the network resource� In addition� aggressive use of the
send system call increase the number of socket errors
�e�g� bu�er over�ows	�
As the relRecv implementation is less elaborate�

the pseudocode has been omitted for brevity� Among
the two PDA operating systems we used� the Windows
CE TCP�IP exhibits better reliability compared to the
PalmOS TCP�IP protocol stack� In fact� the PalmOS
TCP�IP state machine sometimes enter a deadlock
state after quite few socket operations� typically � to
�� We have not found the cause for this misbehavior�
The relRecv and relSend operations provide quite

robust communication and �ow control� even when
sending large amounts of data through undependable
networks� This� of course� at the expense of fragment�
ing the network stream through periodic waiting� Re�
moving the periodic waiting caused the relSend and
relRecv to return �serious error� indications approx�
imately ��� more frequently than with appropriate
timeout values�� There are� however� di�culties ob�
taining satisfying values for t�� t� and s�� as they
depend on several parameters� like the modem link
speed� RAM size and MTU size� Currently� our ap�
proach requires a priori knowledge about these pa�
rameters�

��� Memory Management

Application memory management is slightly more
complicated on a PDA operating systems than� for in�
stance� in a Unix environment� Both Windows CE and
the PalmOS provide multiple memory heaps within a
process� This approach� when used correctly by appli�
cations� can minimize the internal memory fragmen�
tation and provide �ne�grained control of the memory
resource�
With as little RAM as � MB� applications are prone

to running out of memory faster than is the case when
running on laptops or workstations with� say� �� to
��� MB� As such� we developed a relAlloc primitive
that provides improved reliability to the memory al�
location� The reliability of memory allocation can be

�Measured on Windows CE�



increased in several ways� First� applications should
not fail if memory cannot be granted by the operating
system immediately� Sleeping for an interval might
give another application the chance to free memory�
Next� if the operating system cannot grant the re�
quested amount of memory� the PDA user should be
advised to perform an action that might free enough
memory for the next allocation to succeed�

Pseudocode ��� gives an overview of the relAlloc
primitive in TACOMA Lite�

Pseudocode ��� Increasing the reliability of memory
allocation�

proc relAlloc�

err � �

while �not allocated� and �err � e���

try allocating memory

if alloc error�

wait for t� milliseconds

err � err 	 �

end while

if err �� e��

return error

end proc

relAlloc is quite similar to the relSend pseu�
docode� relAlloc �rst tries to allocate memory� If the
memory cannot be granted� it waits for t� milliseconds�
Waiting increases the probability that some other ap�
plication in the system frees the necessary amount of
memory for relAlloc to succeed the next iteration�
If memory cannot be allocated within e� iterations�
relAlloc fails� If relAlloc fails� the user is prompted
with a warning and urged to free memory by� for in�
stance� closing an application or deleting a �le� As
for networking� dynamically establishing the t� value
is hard� We do an approximation based on the avail�
able operating system load parameters� for instance�
the number of active threads in Windows CE�

relAlloc behaves slightly di�erent on Windows CE
and PalmOS� On Windows CE� memory allocation oc�
casionally fails on the �rst trial� but usually succeeds
after a few iterations� On PalmOS� however� relAlloc
almost exclusively prompts the user to manually deal�
locate memory� As such� the t� timeout makes less
sense on PalmOS than on Windows CE�

��� Revising the Basic Abstractions

When developing TACOMA Lite� we discovered that
the TACOMA API had to be revised� The TACOMA
API is used by mobile applications to� for instance�
invoke the meet operation� creating briefcases or ma�
nipulating �le cabinets�

Since processes and threads run with small stacks
on both Windows CE and PalmOS� we had to tweak
the original TACOMA API slightly to minimize stack
usage� This implied decreasing the number of local
function variables and organizing the API in such a
way that functions are self contained� and not depen�
dent on other functions within the API� The re�ned
TACOMA API ended up as a substrate consisting of
half the number of functions� Re�ning in this case�
however� had a cost� as the resulting API became more
complex� However� by complementing with a set of C
macros� the functionality of the original API could be
emulated gratifyingly�
The TACOMA Lite API is modeled as a DLL in

Windows CE� and a GLib shared library on PalmOS�
All TACOMA Lite agents written in C� are linked with
this API� Since neither PalmOS or Windows CE have
support for compiling C code to executables� we as�
sume the presence of an external �helper� host with
the capability to cross�compile C code� Placing func�
tionality in shared libraries� reduced the size of the
mobile code running on the PDAs� With the storage
and RAM limitations in mind� this is a desirable fea�
ture�
The main functional di�erences within the

TACOMA API on PalmOS and Windows CE� is
memory and network management� We experienced
that the TACOMA Lite API could easily be ported
from Windows CE to PalmOS �about two days of
work	� after encapsulating the di�erences of memory
and network management into the relSend� relRecv
and relAlloc operations�

��� Realizing the Firewall

The granularity of the process abstraction di�er a lot
between PalmOS and Windows CE� In PalmOS� ap�
plications cannot operate on threads�� Windows CE
supports processes and threads much in the same man�
ner as in Windows NT� As such� the TACOMA Lite
�rewall implementation is quite di�erent on these two
operating systems�

����� PalmOS Firewall

Since the PalmOS does not support multiple applica�
tion threads� the �rewall has been implemented as a
single�threaded process� Each time a remote mobile
agent migrates to the PalmOS �rewall� its briefcase is
read from a socket and stored as a resource database
�le� Next� the requested target agent is launched by
the �rewall� If the meet is asynchronous� the �rewall
starts waiting for another agent� The target agent

�The PalmOS programming manual suggests that threads
are supported� but only for internal system use and not to
applications�
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Figure �� Marshal performance comparison�

reads the briefcase and performs the requested service�
If the meet is synchronous� the target agent updates
the briefcase stored in the resource database� before re�
launching the �rewall process� Conversely� if the meet
is asynchronous� the target agent terminates without
any updating operations�

Since only one application can be active at a time
in the PalmOS� this is re�ected in the PalmOS �rewall
by only allowing a single active agent at a time�

����� Windows CE Firewall

The Windows CE operating system has support for
processes and threads� similar to Windows NT� Ac�
cordingly� we have made the �rewall design more ad�
vanced than for the PalmOS �rewall� A separate
thread from a static thread pool is created each time
a remote agent migrates to the �rewall� As soon as
the thread is allocated� the �rewall is ready to service
another request� A consequence of the multithreaded
�rewall� is that several agents may operate simultane�
ously�

The thread reads the briefcase from a socket� and
stores it in the �le system� Next� the target agent
is created as a separate process that reads the stored
briefcase� and performs the requested service� If the
meet is synchronous� the target agent updates the
briefcase stored in the �le system� before terminating
and returning control to the �rewall process� Con�
versely� if the meet is asynchronous� the target agent
terminates without any updating operations�

We could have used the built�in database in Win�
dows CE for passing briefcases among the agents and
the �rewall� The �le system approach� however� makes
it possible for users to inspect the briefcases that have
been received by the �rewall� using the standard Win�
dows CE �le explorer�
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Figure �� Unmarshal performance comparison�

��	 Experiments

We have conducted experiments to do a quantitative
evaluation of the TACOMA Lite system� The exper�
iments are separated into two benchmarks� The �rst
is a set of microbenchmarks� which shows the perfor�
mance of the TACOMA Lite API� including the meet
operation� The second is an application benchmark�
giving an indication of the TACOMA Lite performance
in a distributed environment�
We measure the elapsed time of an experiment

in milliseconds� On Windows CE�NT� we used the
GetTickCount system call� On PalmOS� we used the
TimGetTicks system call� and on Unix we used the
gettimeofday system call�

����� TACOMA Lite API Experiments

The experiment system con�guration consists of Win�
dows CE running on a HP���LX��MB� and PalmOS
running on a PalmPilot Pro��MB�
An expensive sub�step of the meet operation is the

briefcase marshaling� We measured the performance
of marshaling and unmarshaling briefcases� with re�
sults displayed in �gure � and �� respectively� The
Windows CE marshaling and unmarshaling is much
faster than on the PalmOS� especially when briefcases
are large� Considering the performance di�erence be�
tween the MC����� in the PalmPilot and the SH� in
HP���LX� this is not surprising� The PalmOS also
triggers a call to compact the heap every time a large
block of memory� typically beyond �KB� is requested
for allocation� Likewise� allocating memory blocks of
sizes larger than �KB is expensive on Windows CE�
We assume this is also due to an increased frequency
of heap compaction�
The performance of the meet operation has been di�

vided into one experiment for a local meet �table �	
and one for a remote meet �table �	� We have varied
the briefcase size to get an indication of the perfor�
mance impact this parameter impose on a meet� Fig�
ure � lists the steps involved in the experiments�



meet

1. marshal briefcase

2. transfer briefcase to firewall

9. unmarshal resulting briefcase

meet finished

3. fetch briefcase from network

4. unmarshal briefcase

5. start target agent for meet

6. marshal briefcase

7. transfer briefcase back to agent

Network

Agent Firewall

8. fetch briefcase from network

Figure �� Execution steps in the meet experiments�
The asynchronous meet experiments measure the time
it takes to do step ���� The synchronous meet experi�
ments measure the time it takes to do step ��� For a
local meet� the network transfer steps �which include
steps �� �� � and �	 are ignored�

Size ��B ���B �KB �KB ��KB ��KB

S ���� ���� ��� ���� ����� �����
A ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Table �� Windows CE � meet remote �null agent��
����� baud� A  asynchronous� S  synchronous�
Elapsed time is in milliseconds�

The local meet experiments indicate that a lot of
time is spent on thread and process management� since
the di�erence of a synchronous and asynchronous meet
is almost negligible� The remote meet experiments
indicate that TCP�IP and PPP is slow when estab�
lishing connections� When established� however� the
network transfer rate is acceptable� especially for brief�
cases larger than �KB� We expect a slight performance
improvement on the remote meet if we use hardware
compression on the connection� In particular� this
should a�ect the transfer of briefcases beyond �KB�

����� Application Experiment

The purpose of the following experiment is to measure
the expected performance of real�world applications
using mobile code to� for instance� install new system
agents on a PDA� The software and hardware con�g�
uration have been set up to depict a realistic system
setting for a heterogeneous� mobile computing envi�
ronment�
The benchmark environment is composed of

Size ��B ���B �KB �KB ��KB ��KB

S ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
A ��� ��� ��� �� �� �

Table �� Windows CE � meet local �null agent��
A  asynchronous� S  synchronous� Elapsed time is
in milliseconds�

Step � � � � Total

��� baud ��� ���� �� ��� �����
���� baud ��� ���� ���� ��� ���
����� baud ��� ���� ���� �� ���

Table �� Install and invoke the �Hello� world!� appli�
cation� Elapsed time is in milliseconds�

three systems� A	 TACOMA Lite running on a
HP���LX��MB with Windows CE� B	 TACOMA run�
ning on a IBM ThinkPad ���CD���MB with RedHat
��� Linux� C	 TACOMA running on a Pentium Pro
���Mhz����MB PC with Windows NT ���b��

The benchmark involves three parties� First� a host
running TACOMA� which intends to write a mobile
code application for a TACOMA Lite PDA� Second� a
host running TACOMA� which will cross�compile the
mobile code application� to make it run on a TACOMA
Lite PDA� Third� a PDA host running TACOMA Lite�
on which the mobile code application is targeted�

System A is connected to the network through a se�
rial cable with baud rates of ���� ���� and ������
System B is connected to the network using a �� Mbit
IBM Ethernet II PCMCIA card� Finally� system C is
connected the network using standard ��MBit Ether�
net interconnect�

The benchmark consists of the following steps�

�� On system B� initialize agent with C source code
for the �Hello� world!� agent�

�� On system B� invoke a synchronous meet with a
remote agent on system C to do cross�compilation
of �Hello� world!��

�� On system B� do a synchronous meet with system
A to install the �Hello� world!� agent on it�

�� On system B� do an asynchronous meet with the
installed �Hello� world!� agent on system A�

The results of this benchmark are listed in table
�� Not surprising� installing the executable on the
Windows CE host is the most time consuming step
in the execution path �step �	� We are considering
adding software support for compression of briefcases�
This would� however� imply increased complexity in
the marshaling operations� Since our experiment con�
nection does not do any hardware compression� we as�
sume step � will perform better when using a connec�
tion with hardware compression� Of the time spent
in step �� �� is due to invoking the Visual C cross�
compiler�



	 Agent�based PDA Applications

An important focus in the TACOMA project has been
the evaluation of agent applicability 
���� We have
more than indications that mobile can be useful to
solve particular problems� especially as a complement
to existing protocols like� for instance� RPC�

When the TACOMA project emerged� it was mo�
tivated by several observations from the StormCast
project 
���� For instance� we observed that in environ�
ments with sparse network resources and frequent par�
titioning� mobile code could decrease the bandwidth
requirements and decrease latency� To evaluate the
applicability of mobile code for PDAs� we have de�
veloped a set of prototype applications� Our applica�
tion suite extends some of the applications we already
have developed in recent versions of StormCast� In ad�
dition� we have extended some of the standard PDA
applications to utilize a distributed environment�

Other projects focusing on PDAs� have outlined sim�
ilar applications� The ParcTab project 
��� for in�
stance� modeled a weather service where users could
inquire the current weather� and a calendar service col�
laborating with the �cm� calendar manager on a Sun
workstation� None of these applications� however� as�
sume the presence of a mobile code infrastructure to�
for instance� specialize their applications to particular
user preferences�

	�� Communicator

When a task performed by a mobile agent is accom�
plished� be it successfully or not� the user must some�
times be noti�ed about this� and possibly be presented
the results of the task� Moreover� an agent should be
able to interact with a user� and do actions according
to user response� For instance� in applications where
agents are monitoring an event� the user should be able
to direct further agent actions� if the agent cannot au�
tonomously decide how to proceed execution�

The communicator is an system agent application
which displays a window in the PDA"s GUI when in�
voked� This window contains a textual message com�
posed by the agent initiating a meeting with the com�
municator�

A more advanced feature of the communicator� is
the ability to interact with the user� An application
can construct a simple query� meet with the communi�
cator to get user responses� and act according to this�

The communicator is implemented by using the na�
tive GUI functionality on Windows CE� Windows NT
and the PalmOS� In the Unix version of TACOMA� we
use the Tcl�Tk scripting language� We used Tcl�Tk
because it has a rich� high�level widget set� which is
simpler to program than� for instance� Java�

	�� Weather Alarm

During the development of the StormCast ��� dis�
tributed system for weather monitoring 
���� we found
that mobile code could be useful for monitoring
weather events and alerting users if certain environ�
mental threshold values were broken�
We have extended this application to make use of

TACOMA Lite� A PDA user programs an agent�
which in turn is installed as a part of the Storm�
Cast distributed application� This agent can be pro�
grammed to monitor weather parameters� like wind
speed or the radiation level� and alert the user if a
threshold value is exceeded� The weather agent is also
free to use historically stored weather parameters� for
instance� to do weather predictions�

The PDA is usually disconnected� As such� the
weather agent reports back to a TACOMA host close
to the PDA� for instance� the host the PDA uses to
synchronize data with� This TACOMA host will relay
the report to the PDA and display it using the com�
municator� if the PDA is connected� If the PDA is dis�
connected� the report can be further relayed through
email or as an SMS message�

	�� Stock Ticker

A common problem with PDAs� is that the applica�
tion base resemble down�scaled versions of applications
found on workstations� In particular� web�browsers
are quite limited on PDAs� The stock ticker applica�
tion is a consequence of the web�browser limitation�
Some of the web�pages displaying stocks� are built as
complex and large HTML pages that the PDA cannot
handle� or will waste valuable time to download� As an
example� we analyzed the size of some popular stock
web�pages� and very few of them were less than � KB
in size� even when displaying a single ticker�

The stock ticker application consists of several co�
operating agents� One agent� called the �Broker�� is
in charge of fetching the stock information from a set
of Internet repositories� In e�ect� this means that the
broker agent periodically queries a set of web�pages
and stores the stock information indexed on the stock
ticker�

Another agent� called the �Ticker�� periodically
checks the stock information stored by the broker� and
may send reports to a TACOMA host close to the
PDA� As with the weather agent� the PDA commu�
nicator is only invoked if the PDA is connected� The
ticker agent is programmed and installed from a PDA
to a TACOMA host� This gives the PDA user free�
dom to do complex statistics calculations or similar
computationally intensive operations on a host with
high performance� In addition� the user is free to �lter
and present only relevant information the way he�she



prefers� Like the weather alarm� the tickers can be
programmed to notify the PDA user through email or
SMS�

To increase the reliability and availability� we use
several brokers� spread among the hosts in our LAN�
Given this setting� a ticker agent can meet with an�
other broker agent if the default fails� Minimizing the
e�ects of network partitioning can be done by repli�
cating the broker agents further within the network
topology�

The broker and ticker agents are currently imple�
mented using the Python programming language� as
this language is high�level and has modular support
for doing web�queries� Since most PDA users do not
want to �or are unable to	 program directly in Python�
we have composed a few standard tickers that provide
the most common statistics and feedback mechanisms�

Spyglass corporation have made a similar service�
although more general than our stock ticker� called
Prism 
���� This service �lters arbitrary web�queries
according to user speci�ed quality of service parame�
ters� like network bandwidth or graphic display capa�
bilities� Prism cannot� however� create statistics or do
similar specialized tasks based on the web�page con�
tent� like the TACOMA Lite stock ticker application
does� On the other hand� the stock ticker application
can only �lter information from speci�c web�sites� i�e�
stock information pages�

	�� Mobile Diary

Several models have been proposed to make a elec�
tronic diary system where users can inquire� for in�
stance� the week schedule of other users to synchro�
nize or notify sta� meetings� Most of these models as�
sume a central unit of control that enforce consistency
between the diary schedules� and store the schedule
information�

In our approach� however� we strive to use no cen�
tralized schedule store� Like with the previous applica�
tions� we assume that PDAs are mostly disconnected�
Mobile diary agents review the schedules of particu�
lar users by moving to a TACOMA host close to the
PDA� in which the PDA has synchronized its schedule
information with�

When located at the TACOMA host used for syn�
chronization� the diary agent inspects a �le cabinet
containing the diary� If the diary agent discovers free
timeslots within the diary� it noti�es the initiating
PDA user about this through the communicator ap�
plication� The initiating PDA user is then free to send
a noti�cation to the other PDA users�

This approach� however� does not guarantee that a
schedule query with the TACOMA host containing the
PDA"s schedule� is consistent with the PDA� It does�

however� provide a larger degree of availability in envi�
ronments where the PDAs are frequently disconnected�
We assume that when PDA users have updated their
schedules� these are immediately synchronized with a
network host running TACOMA� As such� inquiring
diary agents can fetch the latest schedule update�

The mobile diary must be able to resolve inconsis�
tencies� i�e� when the network host is queried� and
reports stale schedule information to the diary agent�
Currently� the networked TACOMA host logs the mo�
bile diary requests� If� at a later point� the PDA syn�
chronizes the schedule and this results in an incon�
sistency where� for instance� a scheduled meeting is
compromized� the PDA sends an abort noti�cation
to the other PDAs� When the other PDAs receive the
abort noti�cation� they can either cancel the meeting�
or attempt a reschedule�

The mobile diary is implemented in Python on the
TACOMA server hosts� and in C on the PDAs�

	�	 Other Applications

There are several other application domains for PDAs
that could pro�t from mobile code� We have� for in�
stance� used the ability to remotely install code in
TACOMA to update applications on PDAs� Using a
mobile code infrastructure makes it easy to keep track
of what applications are installed on particular PDAs�
In addition� we have made mobile agents that check
the version of a particular application installed on the
PDA� Combined� these applications are used to auto�
matically update� for instance� old versions of applica�
tions or system patches� on subscribing PDAs�


 TACOMA Lite Architecture

With the limitations of PDAs in mind� there are sev�
eral aspects of the initial TACOMA system architec�
ture that has to be revised� The initial architecture is
based on two layers� The �rst layer is the TACOMA
�rewall� o�ering the basic services necessary for mo�
bile code to execute� The second layer is the applica�
tions using the TACOMAAPI� which makes it possible
for them to� for instance� migrate to a remote �rewall
through the meet operation�

Considering the characteristics of the PDAs� as out�
lined in section �� this architecture is inappropriate for
PDAs in several respects� First� there are good chances
the PDA is disconnected� or connected via unreliable
and slow links� When� however� a PDA is connected�
this is typically for short periods� for instance� when
synchronizing data with a networked host� Further�
more a PDA cannot provide large amounts of stable
storage for mobile agents� Since a PDA has low pro�
cessing power� it is unable to serve numerous concur�



rent mobile agents� Finally� the initial architecture
does not take advantage of the tight coupling between
the PDA� and the host it uses for synchronizing data�

Consequently� we added an extra layer to the inital
TACOMA architecture� This layer consists of an en�
tity called the hostel� Essentially� the hostel is the host
the PDA normally uses to synchronize data with� We
assume the hostel also acts as the network provider
or proxy for the PDA� i�e� the hostel is a networked
workstation� We have already outlined the need for
the hostel component in the applications presented in
the previous section� For instance� the weather alarm�
the mobile diary and the stock ticker applications� as�
sume the presence of a host that mobile agents could
inquire in case the PDA is not connected� Moreover�
since a PDA cannot compile� for instance� C programs
to executables� we need access to a host that possess
the ability to do so� As such� the hostel is placed be�
tween the TACOMA API and the TACOMA �rewall
in our TACOMA Lite architecture�

Currently� we run TACOMA on the hostels� This
constraint may� however� be problematic for PDA
users that need� for instance� a commercial network
provider to connect the PDA to the Internet� Com�
mercial network providers may be reluctant to install
TACOMA on their hosts�

� Conclusion

We have presented experiences from adding software
mobility to PDAs� Our experiences are based upon the
design and implementation of TACOMA Lite� a mo�
bile code system� for this environment� We have expe�
rienced that implementing distributed applications on
a PDA� requires careful treatment of tight resources�
such as memory and networks�

TACOMA Lite has been used as platform for sev�
eral mobile code applications� These applications have
indicated that a mobile code system on a PDA can be
useful in a distributed environment� since the PDA�
for instance� holds schedule information that can be
useful for other users to inquire� Moreover� we have
shown that a mobile code system on a PDA can be use�
ful when monitoring external resources� for instance�
stock tickers or weather sensors� PDAs can also pro�t
from having mobile agent support� to �lter speci�c in�
formation from large information repositories� like the
web� However� since the PDA is usually disconnected
from a network� we assume the presence of a networked
host that can act on behalf of the PDA� in situations
where the PDA is disconnected�

Through this experience� we have derived a ��layer
software architecture suitable for this type of mobile
computing� This architecture compensates for some of
the de�ciencies of a PDA in a distributed environment�

by introducing the hostel entity� The hostel provides
stable storage� higher availability than the PDA� and
provides a location where mobile code can wait for the
PDA to reconnect is case it is not presently connected
to the hostel�
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